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Epub free Spider and the sky god an akan
legend legends of the world (2023)
ananse the spider uses trickery to capture the four prizes demanded by the sky god
in payment for his stories the clock is ticking down to the day of judgment the gods
are on their way back to earth and they re not particularly happy with the mess
humans have made of the planet a powerful secret society is preparing to steal the
gods divine power and enslave the rest of humanity in the meantime eleventh grader
ram rajathani needs to figure out why his best friend henry lipton is acting like a
zombie ram s younger sister laila may have a book of instructions for saving the
world but she has no idea how to read it his older sister nina isn t afraid of gods
but she s totally annoyed by ram and desperate to make friends for her senior year
nina s lab partner katie chase would really like to know who put the cursed iguana
in her locker these five unlikely teens race against time and across two continents
to save the world the fate of humanity rests in their hands no biggie the sky god
agrees to give ananse some stories for the children of earth if ananse will bring to
him a leopard hornets that sting and the fairy that no man sees a skillfully crafted
clever adaptation of the lore behind one of the most powerful gods in ancient
history from the author of fates aflame and dark diary comes a brand new standalone
bursting with the vibrancy and mystery of ancient egypt exile of the sky god propels
readers through a mythical journey of self discovery with revelations even a god
could not see coming sky god horus an emerging egyptian deity oppressed by ancient
ways resolves to make his mark in the land of mortals there he discovers that small
miracles trigger great change and a quest for power ensues the search leads him to
the temple of ra where a priestess shatters his worldview compelling him to see
humanity through different eyes future ambitions transformed horus finds himself
chasing a dream that sparks controversy amongst the gods and puts the lives of both
mortals and immortals at stake with a bruised ego and crippled magic he must risk
everything to set things right before chaos reigns and all he holds sacred is lost
the clock is ticking down to the day of judgment the ancient gods are returning and
they are not pleased with the mess humans have made of planet earth most humans have
no idea that their species is about to be erased from time itself but a powerful
secret society knows the gods are coming in fact they ve been preparing for
generations to steal the gods divine power for themselves on the day of judgment so
they can become the lords and masters of earth and five unlikely teenagers know the
gods are returning they must race against time and across two continents to save the
world the fate of the past present and future rests in their hands no biggie the
stories of stories of the sky god spider s of fiction occur in the past present and
future of the human world the themes are blues themes and the tellers of the tales
are trickster transformers transforming an unacceptable reality of death and
separation into tragedy comedy and romance the stories start in the future with
thaddeus the rock garden goes further into the future liberation takes us back in
time in order to go forward the contract starts our trip forward and wheels and
miracles continues our journey from past to present to future the settings vary from
kansas in the future to ankara turkey in the present and empathizing with the
characters we struggle to live in the finite worlds that all of us share nyame the
sky god is a west afrikan folk lore the story is for young and old this story was
written to show people how perseverance can bring you great gifts in life i first
created and published this book in 1996 edited by black panther press entertainment
of daly city ca this a wonderful african folktale for youth to seniors i even give
explanation on the wonderful meaning of the story like the repeat of word that you
will find in the beginning of the story this book ending is the beginning of other
stories in the golden box series part of the ladybird favourite tales series this
title is suitable for the caribbean children as well as children around the world in
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this thought provoking new book bruce lerro offers a speculative reconstruction of
the sacred beliefs and practices of cultures existing between 30 000 and 500 b c e
lerro describes how material changes in various social formations including hunting
gathering bands and horticulturalists in villages were responsible for the shift
from magic to realism from the belief in earth spirits to faith in sky gods drawing
from such diverse theorists as marx and engels vygotsky piaget and george herbert
mead lerro critiques and transforms mechanical humanistic new age and
countercultural perspectives on the history of sacred traditions this study of
comparative religion and mythology has important applications for the fields of
archaeology evolutionary anthropology sociology political science and comparative
psychology comprehensive and cross referenced this informative volume is a rich
introduction to the world of nature as experienced by ancient peoples around the
globe 51 halftones in this trickster tale from west africa anansi the spider sets
out to retrieve all the stories of the world from nyami the sky god sky gods is an
epic fantasy novella where truth and dream collide with a storm various figures have
emerged throughout history claiming to possess the ability to control the planet s
weather the sacrifice of iphigenia launched the greek fleet into the trojan war a
simple journal that begins as a weather log changes the lives of three extraordinary
individuals intertwining their destinies and putting the fate of humanity in their
hands the clock is ticking down to the day of judgment the gods are on their way
back to earth and they re not particularly happy with the mess humans have made a
powerful secret society is preparing to steal their divine power and enslave the
world while five unlikely teens race against time and across two continents to save
the world learn about jupiter king of the roman gods and god of sky and storms god
is not in the sky god is not in the woods or not in the ocean god is human beings
and human beings are god how so there are similarities between the nature of god and
humanity god s imagination created this creation human beings play around with this
same imagination using creative potential god keeps things inclusive to love human
beings feel guilty when they choose fear over love god fixes anything that is
imbalanced human beings survive and thrive by bringing balance anong truths god s
spirit looks for only infinite abundance spiritual humanity is unstoppable
unbreakable when it comes to saving love and beauty a spirited human being deserves
all the abundance in the world in return for his her bravery god is absolute love
and bliss in omnipresent form the reason human beings miss out godly blessing is
because their reality makes them lose connection to the intuitive inner mind and
they drift away from god to the crowded mediocre world the book my god explains a
loving god expressing through a true human heart the character in the book finds
that to know god is to love every inch of the universe blue sky god interprets some
new scientific theories with blue sky thinking to bring radical insights into god
jesus and humanity drawing also on some deep wells from the past in the writings of
the early christians in an accessible style it looks at science research and
theories in areas such as quantum physics and consciousness epigenetics morphic
resonance and the zero point field from there seeing god as the compassionate
consciousness at the ground of being it draws together strands to do with unitive
consciousness and the wisdom way of the heart throughout it seeks to encourage an
evolution in understanding of the christian message by reinterpreting much of the
theological language and meaning that has become orthodoxy in the west in doing so
it challenges many of the standard assumptions of western christianity it outlines a
spiritual path that includes elements from all of the world s great religions is not
exclusive and yet has a place of centrality for jesus the christ as a wisdom teacher
of the path of transformative love contains alphabetized entries on deities concepts
practices places and objects related to the mythologies of cultures throughout
history and features color photos and sidebars this volume covers ach ara the
evolution of the idea of god is a study of humans belief in god from primitive
tribal religions to what allen considered the more advanced christian view it was
first published in 1897 the main question of this book is how did we arrive at our
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knowledge of god rather than trying to prove or disprove any claims about the divine
allen s method simply follows the psychological processes that led humans to
religious belief and further from a belief in polytheism to monotheism in this
lovely african tale set long long ago the leopard has a splendid new drum and the
sky god wants it along the way the tortoise gets a shell and thunder is made for the
very first time do you trust god meg apperson grew up having a relationship with
jesus and she always trusted god but it wasn t until her daughter avery a miracle in
so many ways was born with a litany of life threatening birth defects that she began
to fully understand what it means to trust jesus with everything in this
heartbreakingly beautiful memoir you ll learn how a mother fought for her child her
family and even herself as she grappled with the weight of failure of letting down
everyone around her and feeling let down by god but in the midst of the fight
through heavy grief she not only discovered her own voice she discovered that god is
both good and faithful if you have ever experienced grief suffering or pain if god
has ever asked you to surrender more than you thought possible if you ve ever
questioned how god is at work in the darkness sky full of stars is for you this book
will show you that when everything around you is dark peace can be found in the
suffering you ll discover new ways to rely on god s trustworthiness ever since
witnessing a sacred ritual rhenna of the free people has been isolated not outcast
yet not part of her tribe she walks alone guarding the land s borders and growing
more troubled by the changes in the wind anger and war are rising the mountain
dwelling shapeshifters partners to the free people are disappearing and word has
come of an evil new god the stone god whose followers are known by the red stones
they hold and the chaos that accompanies them so when rhenna hears that a
shapeshifter has been captured by the stone god s servants she must rescue him now
rhenna is embroiled in a dangerous game as the forces of evil and nature fight to
control humanity s future together with a growing band the enigmatic shaman tahvo
the panther shapechanger cian and the rebel quintus of conquered tiberia she must
travel the world seeking to prevent its destruction whatever danger lies ahead the
downfall of the stone god has begun gospel of the open road reclaims ralph waldo
emerson walt whitman and henry david thoreau as americas spiritual birthright it
rescues them from literary history and reveals them in their true light as
democracys prophets of the soul emerson whitman and thoreau were religious seers who
developed a new form of spirituality and gospel of the open road explains in
scholarly yet passionate fashion the deep wisdom that is their enduring legacy it
presents them as a viable spiritual path for those who do not belong and do not want
to belong to any organized religion but this book does more it draws fascinating
parallels between the new spirituality taught by emerson whitman thoreau and ancient
spiritual wisdom as found in shamanism goddess worship tantra taoism confucianism
vajrayana and zen buddhism and hinduism this book is an evocative synthesis of
humanitys most venerable spiritual wisdom and the most modern of philosophical
social psychological political scientific and humanistic concepts it traces the new
age spiritual revolution to its source in emerson whitman and thoreau and explains
how to apply their spiritual teachings to our everyday life here on earth in this
innovative volume jay mcdaniel creatively weaves various strands of contemporary
theology into a vibrant pattern for an ecological spirituality influenced by process
theology the author synthesizes core insights of feminism liberation theology
creation theology and world religions he focuses this varied knowledge around the
central theme of an ecologically sound and nurturing faith the work is strengthened
by provocative study questions an insightful appendix on the role of silence in
ecological spirituality and a comprehensive annotated bibliography in this book you
will learn how to work magick to make you rich this magick draws on the power of the
sky deities labotius nuada tyr caelus jupiter hepit and s rob invictus he that draws
his power from sol invictus from the sun among other sources the most powerful
magick available an award winning writer and international journalist leads the
general reader through ancient egypt exploring the maze of facts and fantasies and
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examines egypt s place in the history of religion and monotheism in particular
volume 1 examines the conte this classic study clearly establishes a fundamental
difference in viewpoint between the peoples of ancient egypt and mesopotamia by
examining the forms of kingship which evolved in the two countries frankfort
discovered that beneath resemblances fostered by similar cultural growth and
geographical location lay differences based partly upon the natural conditions under
which each society developed the river flood which annually renewed life in the nile
valley gave egyptians a cheerful confidence in the permanence of established things
and faith in life after death their mesopotamian contemporaries however viewed
anxiously the harsh hostile workings of nature frank s superb work first published
in 1948 and now supplemented with a preface by samuel noah kramer demonstrates how
the egyptian and mesopotamian attitudes toward nature related to their concept of
kingship in both countries the people regarded the king as their mediator with the
gods but in mesopotamia the king was only the foremost citizen while in egypt the
ruler was a divine descendant of the gods and the earthly representative of the god
horus mythic discourses in the present day show how vernacular heritage continues to
function and be valuable through emergent interpretations and revaluations at the
same time continuities in mythic images motifs myths and genres reveal the longue
durée of mythologies and their transformations the eighteen articles of mythic
discourses address the many facets of myth in uralic cultures from the finnish and
karelian world creation to nenets shamans offering multidisciplinary perspectives
from twenty eastern and western scholars the mythologies of uralic peoples differ so
considerably that mythology is approached here in a broad sense including myths
proper religious beliefs and associated rituals traditions are addressed
individually typologically and in historical perspective the range and breadth of
the articles presenting diverse living mythologies their histories and relationships
to traditions of other cultures such as germanic and slavic all come together to
offer a far richer and more developed perspective on uralic traditions than any one
article could do alone unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have
not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches
etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for
future generations to enjoy



Spider and the Sky God: An Akan Legend 1993 ananse the spider uses trickery to
capture the four prizes demanded by the sky god in payment for his stories
Spider and the Sky God 1993 the clock is ticking down to the day of judgment the
gods are on their way back to earth and they re not particularly happy with the mess
humans have made of the planet a powerful secret society is preparing to steal the
gods divine power and enslave the rest of humanity in the meantime eleventh grader
ram rajathani needs to figure out why his best friend henry lipton is acting like a
zombie ram s younger sister laila may have a book of instructions for saving the
world but she has no idea how to read it his older sister nina isn t afraid of gods
but she s totally annoyed by ram and desperate to make friends for her senior year
nina s lab partner katie chase would really like to know who put the cursed iguana
in her locker these five unlikely teens race against time and across two continents
to save the world the fate of humanity rests in their hands no biggie
Ananse and the Sky God 1980 the sky god agrees to give ananse some stories for the
children of earth if ananse will bring to him a leopard hornets that sting and the
fairy that no man sees
Book of the Sky God 2014-08-01 a skillfully crafted clever adaptation of the lore
behind one of the most powerful gods in ancient history from the author of fates
aflame and dark diary comes a brand new standalone bursting with the vibrancy and
mystery of ancient egypt exile of the sky god propels readers through a mythical
journey of self discovery with revelations even a god could not see coming sky god
horus an emerging egyptian deity oppressed by ancient ways resolves to make his mark
in the land of mortals there he discovers that small miracles trigger great change
and a quest for power ensues the search leads him to the temple of ra where a
priestess shatters his worldview compelling him to see humanity through different
eyes future ambitions transformed horus finds himself chasing a dream that sparks
controversy amongst the gods and puts the lives of both mortals and immortals at
stake with a bruised ego and crippled magic he must risk everything to set things
right before chaos reigns and all he holds sacred is lost
Stories of the Sky-god 2005 the clock is ticking down to the day of judgment the
ancient gods are returning and they are not pleased with the mess humans have made
of planet earth most humans have no idea that their species is about to be erased
from time itself but a powerful secret society knows the gods are coming in fact
they ve been preparing for generations to steal the gods divine power for themselves
on the day of judgment so they can become the lords and masters of earth and five
unlikely teenagers know the gods are returning they must race against time and
across two continents to save the world the fate of the past present and future
rests in their hands no biggie
Ananse and the Sky God 1980-01-01 the stories of stories of the sky god spider s of
fiction occur in the past present and future of the human world the themes are blues
themes and the tellers of the tales are trickster transformers transforming an
unacceptable reality of death and separation into tragedy comedy and romance the
stories start in the future with thaddeus the rock garden goes further into the
future liberation takes us back in time in order to go forward the contract starts
our trip forward and wheels and miracles continues our journey from past to present
to future the settings vary from kansas in the future to ankara turkey in the
present and empathizing with the characters we struggle to live in the finite worlds
that all of us share
Sky Gods 1974 nyame the sky god is a west afrikan folk lore the story is for young
and old this story was written to show people how perseverance can bring you great
gifts in life i first created and published this book in 1996 edited by black
panther press entertainment of daly city ca this a wonderful african folktale for
youth to seniors i even give explanation on the wonderful meaning of the story like
the repeat of word that you will find in the beginning of the story this book ending
is the beginning of other stories in the golden box series
Exile of the Sky God 2019-06-04 part of the ladybird favourite tales series this



title is suitable for the caribbean children as well as children around the world
Book of the Sky God 2014-08-01 in this thought provoking new book bruce lerro offers
a speculative reconstruction of the sacred beliefs and practices of cultures
existing between 30 000 and 500 b c e lerro describes how material changes in
various social formations including hunting gathering bands and horticulturalists in
villages were responsible for the shift from magic to realism from the belief in
earth spirits to faith in sky gods drawing from such diverse theorists as marx and
engels vygotsky piaget and george herbert mead lerro critiques and transforms
mechanical humanistic new age and countercultural perspectives on the history of
sacred traditions this study of comparative religion and mythology has important
applications for the fields of archaeology evolutionary anthropology sociology
political science and comparative psychology
Stories of the Sky-god 2007 comprehensive and cross referenced this informative
volume is a rich introduction to the world of nature as experienced by ancient
peoples around the globe 51 halftones
Sky, God and a Clown 2013 in this trickster tale from west africa anansi the spider
sets out to retrieve all the stories of the world from nyami the sky god
Nyame Nyame The Sky God 2019-04-06 sky gods is an epic fantasy novella where truth
and dream collide with a storm various figures have emerged throughout history
claiming to possess the ability to control the planet s weather the sacrifice of
iphigenia launched the greek fleet into the trojan war a simple journal that begins
as a weather log changes the lives of three extraordinary individuals intertwining
their destinies and putting the fate of humanity in their hands
Anancy and the Sky God 2008-08-06 the clock is ticking down to the day of judgment
the gods are on their way back to earth and they re not particularly happy with the
mess humans have made a powerful secret society is preparing to steal their divine
power and enslave the world while five unlikely teens race against time and across
two continents to save the world
From Earth Spirits to Sky Gods 2000 learn about jupiter king of the roman gods and
god of sky and storms
Dictionary of Nature Myths 2000 god is not in the sky god is not in the woods or not
in the ocean god is human beings and human beings are god how so there are
similarities between the nature of god and humanity god s imagination created this
creation human beings play around with this same imagination using creative
potential god keeps things inclusive to love human beings feel guilty when they
choose fear over love god fixes anything that is imbalanced human beings survive and
thrive by bringing balance anong truths god s spirit looks for only infinite
abundance spiritual humanity is unstoppable unbreakable when it comes to saving love
and beauty a spirited human being deserves all the abundance in the world in return
for his her bravery god is absolute love and bliss in omnipresent form the reason
human beings miss out godly blessing is because their reality makes them lose
connection to the intuitive inner mind and they drift away from god to the crowded
mediocre world the book my god explains a loving god expressing through a true human
heart the character in the book finds that to know god is to love every inch of the
universe
The Worship of the Sky-god 1963 blue sky god interprets some new scientific theories
with blue sky thinking to bring radical insights into god jesus and humanity drawing
also on some deep wells from the past in the writings of the early christians in an
accessible style it looks at science research and theories in areas such as quantum
physics and consciousness epigenetics morphic resonance and the zero point field
from there seeing god as the compassionate consciousness at the ground of being it
draws together strands to do with unitive consciousness and the wisdom way of the
heart throughout it seeks to encourage an evolution in understanding of the
christian message by reinterpreting much of the theological language and meaning
that has become orthodoxy in the west in doing so it challenges many of the standard
assumptions of western christianity it outlines a spiritual path that includes



elements from all of the world s great religions is not exclusive and yet has a
place of centrality for jesus the christ as a wisdom teacher of the path of
transformative love
How Anansi Obtained the Sky God's Stories 1991-10 contains alphabetized entries on
deities concepts practices places and objects related to the mythologies of cultures
throughout history and features color photos and sidebars this volume covers ach ara
Sky Gods 2015-08-21 the evolution of the idea of god is a study of humans belief in
god from primitive tribal religions to what allen considered the more advanced
christian view it was first published in 1897 the main question of this book is how
did we arrive at our knowledge of god rather than trying to prove or disprove any
claims about the divine allen s method simply follows the psychological processes
that led humans to religious belief and further from a belief in polytheism to
monotheism
The Leopard and the Sky God 2022-03-30 in this lovely african tale set long long ago
the leopard has a splendid new drum and the sky god wants it along the way the
tortoise gets a shell and thunder is made for the very first time
Book of the Sky God 2020-02-14 do you trust god meg apperson grew up having a
relationship with jesus and she always trusted god but it wasn t until her daughter
avery a miracle in so many ways was born with a litany of life threatening birth
defects that she began to fully understand what it means to trust jesus with
everything in this heartbreakingly beautiful memoir you ll learn how a mother fought
for her child her family and even herself as she grappled with the weight of failure
of letting down everyone around her and feeling let down by god but in the midst of
the fight through heavy grief she not only discovered her own voice she discovered
that god is both good and faithful if you have ever experienced grief suffering or
pain if god has ever asked you to surrender more than you thought possible if you ve
ever questioned how god is at work in the darkness sky full of stars is for you this
book will show you that when everything around you is dark peace can be found in the
suffering you ll discover new ways to rely on god s trustworthiness
Jupiter King of the Gods, God of Sky and Storms 2019-08 ever since witnessing a
sacred ritual rhenna of the free people has been isolated not outcast yet not part
of her tribe she walks alone guarding the land s borders and growing more troubled
by the changes in the wind anger and war are rising the mountain dwelling
shapeshifters partners to the free people are disappearing and word has come of an
evil new god the stone god whose followers are known by the red stones they hold and
the chaos that accompanies them so when rhenna hears that a shapeshifter has been
captured by the stone god s servants she must rescue him now rhenna is embroiled in
a dangerous game as the forces of evil and nature fight to control humanity s future
together with a growing band the enigmatic shaman tahvo the panther shapechanger
cian and the rebel quintus of conquered tiberia she must travel the world seeking to
prevent its destruction whatever danger lies ahead the downfall of the stone god has
begun
God Is Not in the Sky 2022-10-11 gospel of the open road reclaims ralph waldo
emerson walt whitman and henry david thoreau as americas spiritual birthright it
rescues them from literary history and reveals them in their true light as
democracys prophets of the soul emerson whitman and thoreau were religious seers who
developed a new form of spirituality and gospel of the open road explains in
scholarly yet passionate fashion the deep wisdom that is their enduring legacy it
presents them as a viable spiritual path for those who do not belong and do not want
to belong to any organized religion but this book does more it draws fascinating
parallels between the new spirituality taught by emerson whitman thoreau and ancient
spiritual wisdom as found in shamanism goddess worship tantra taoism confucianism
vajrayana and zen buddhism and hinduism this book is an evocative synthesis of
humanitys most venerable spiritual wisdom and the most modern of philosophical
social psychological political scientific and humanistic concepts it traces the new
age spiritual revolution to its source in emerson whitman and thoreau and explains



how to apply their spiritual teachings to our everyday life here on earth
Blue Sky God 2012 in this innovative volume jay mcdaniel creatively weaves various
strands of contemporary theology into a vibrant pattern for an ecological
spirituality influenced by process theology the author synthesizes core insights of
feminism liberation theology creation theology and world religions he focuses this
varied knowledge around the central theme of an ecologically sound and nurturing
faith the work is strengthened by provocative study questions an insightful appendix
on the role of silence in ecological spirituality and a comprehensive annotated
bibliography
Tragg and the Sky Gods Hardcover Standard Color Edition 2023-08-26 in this book you
will learn how to work magick to make you rich this magick draws on the power of the
sky deities labotius nuada tyr caelus jupiter hepit and s rob invictus he that draws
his power from sol invictus from the sun among other sources the most powerful
magick available
Gods, goddesses, and mythology 2005 an award winning writer and international
journalist leads the general reader through ancient egypt exploring the maze of
facts and fantasies and examines egypt s place in the history of religion and
monotheism in particular volume 1 examines the conte
The Evolution of the Idea of God: An Inquiry Into the Origins of Religions
2019-11-21 this classic study clearly establishes a fundamental difference in
viewpoint between the peoples of ancient egypt and mesopotamia by examining the
forms of kingship which evolved in the two countries frankfort discovered that
beneath resemblances fostered by similar cultural growth and geographical location
lay differences based partly upon the natural conditions under which each society
developed the river flood which annually renewed life in the nile valley gave
egyptians a cheerful confidence in the permanence of established things and faith in
life after death their mesopotamian contemporaries however viewed anxiously the
harsh hostile workings of nature frank s superb work first published in 1948 and now
supplemented with a preface by samuel noah kramer demonstrates how the egyptian and
mesopotamian attitudes toward nature related to their concept of kingship in both
countries the people regarded the king as their mediator with the gods but in
mesopotamia the king was only the foremost citizen while in egypt the ruler was a
divine descendant of the gods and the earthly representative of the god horus
Comparative Philology of the Old and New Worlds in Relation to Archaic Speech 1893
mythic discourses in the present day show how vernacular heritage continues to
function and be valuable through emergent interpretations and revaluations at the
same time continuities in mythic images motifs myths and genres reveal the longue
durée of mythologies and their transformations the eighteen articles of mythic
discourses address the many facets of myth in uralic cultures from the finnish and
karelian world creation to nenets shamans offering multidisciplinary perspectives
from twenty eastern and western scholars the mythologies of uralic peoples differ so
considerably that mythology is approached here in a broad sense including myths
proper religious beliefs and associated rituals traditions are addressed
individually typologically and in historical perspective the range and breadth of
the articles presenting diverse living mythologies their histories and relationships
to traditions of other cultures such as germanic and slavic all come together to
offer a far richer and more developed perspective on uralic traditions than any one
article could do alone
The Leopard and the Sky God 2011 unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1
we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality
books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps
sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they
represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available
for future generations to enjoy
Sky Full of Stars 2020-10-06
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